ENTERPRISE INTEGRATION

Sprinklr Social Enterprise Integration
Are you collecting vast amounts of social data? Where is it ending up? How
about next year? Will it be lost or exploitable? Someone, somewhere, will
surely ask why existing CRM, ERP, marketing, analytics and CMS systems
haven’t been fed existing social data since day one. Why the dots were never
connected. Why the intelligence simply vanished.
The time to answer that question is now. Not later.

Today 3:18pm

hey what do you guys do with all the
social customer data you collect?
Today 3:20pm

we push it into our CRM along with all
the other stuff
Today 3:24pm

really? what other stuff?
Today 3:29pm

well our content engine talks to our SMMS
too so we have those connected. We
hooked up with Google analytics on the
metrics side. and our corp contact center
feeds into our SMMS too.
Today 3:30pm

geez, and your marketing and PR folks
are all ok with that?
Today 3:33pm

why wouldnt they be? we're all on
the same infrastructure anyway, and
connected to all our legacy stuff as well.
be nuts to risk losing all that data right?
Besides, CIO mandate here...
Today 3:34pm

nuts yeah that's how we work now.
we can't integrate anything! who's
your social platform anyway?
Today 3:35pm

Sprinklr.com - want an intro? :)
Today 3:36pm

Yeah, appreciate it!
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Connecting Sprinklr to key enterprise information systems is quick and easy.

ENTERPRISE INTEGRATION

YOU ASKED, WE ANSWERED
1

Which partners does Sprinklr integrate with?
Currently we connect to Salesforce CRM,
OpenCalais, BiText, Alchemy, Stock Data, Google
Analytics, FullContact and Klout.

2

What areas of the platform benefit from integration?
Pretty much all of them. Conversation dashboards
can be seamlessly integrated with CRM and profile
management systems. Publishing can be tightly
integrated with CMS platforms. And reporting can
be connected to external analytics engines. The
listening insights capabilities can all be enhanced by
integration across all types of partners.

3

How hard is it to set up an application?
Typically, we integrate with back-end point systems
related to CRM, CMS, sales and marketing
automation, analytics, ERP, contact center and
social profile enrichment solutions.

4

What types of partners do you integrate with?
Just let us know which partner you’d like to see us
integrate with. We’ll keep evolving our offering over time.

5

How do I figure out what Sprinklr integrates with?
Every time we connect to a new partner, we add a
corresponding application in our Marketplace area. So
you’ll want to look there to see what’s currently available.

6

What if I don’t see the application I need?
Just let us know which partner you’d like to see us
integrate with. We’ll keep evolving our offering over time.

7

How quickly can I access the application after set up?
Instantly – provided your role and permissions allow
you access to the application.

8

How does integration work behind the scenes?
Typically Sprinklr and a partner will integrate using
their respective APIs.
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